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For my readers, who without, I am
without.



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Introduction to Sigil
Divination

 



            Sigil divination is an art as old as
sigils themselves. Much like tarot cards
or rune stones, there are meanings in
pictures and symbols. Sigils, being glyphs
themselves, are really no different.
            We use sigils to identify spirits
whether those spirits are planetary,
Daemonic, or God-Forms. Each of them,
being attached to a spirit, already has its
own unique meaning. There is often
unique meaning in the seals themselves.  

The use of sigils in divination is
nothing new. Just look at the Tarot of
Ceremonial Magick. A Daemonolater a
few years back wrote a book on how to
use seals like one might use tarot cards.
I’ve come across people who read them



like Rune Stones, and I’ve even met
people who incorporate this type of
divination into their daily lives.
            Brid Delaney told me several
years ago that her mother-in-law and her
husband’s grandmother used to keep a pot
of sigils on the dining room sideboard.
            Whenever they were experiencing
difficulties or needed guidance, a sigil
would be pulled and read. It’s actually a
very simple process. She now follows
this old tradition and keeps a sigil pot in
her own dining room and it’s used by the
entire family whenever wisdom or insight
is sought.

In this book, I’m going to discuss
the various forms of sigil divination I’ve



run across over the years, discuss the
preparations of sigils and sigil pots, and
discuss the various methods by which
they can be read
            I hope by the time you’re done
with this book, you’ll be inspired to bring
more sigils into your life.
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Choosing the Sigil Set

 
The one great thing about sigils is

that there are so many of them.



The one frustrating thing about sigil
divination is there are so many of them.

Choosing a sigil set, for some, will
be as simple as looking to the hierarchies
of spirits you’re working with. Since I’m
a Daemonolater and I’m soft-poly, I tend
to work across hierarchies, making sigil
sets more difficult to choose from. I could
go Goetia. I could go Khemetic or Greco-
Roman, or I could simply go with the
Dukanté hierarchy. I actually use the
Dukanté hierarchy for sigil divination
because it’s not as big as some of the
others. Plus I have made complete clay
Sigil Rune sets for the Dukante’ hierarchy.

This is by no means your only
choice. Just know that this book will



primarily use the Dukanté hierarchy for
the most part, but there is also a section in
the back of this book that discusses the
Goetia for divination.

For the Dukanté hierarchy I’ve
pulled out the sixteen most commonly
worked with Demons. For the Goetia
section, all 72 are there. By all means,
feel free to use your own hierarchy of
choice.

Now let’s move on to choosing the
“medium” from which to craft your
divinatory sigil sets. You have a lot of
choices.
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Crafting the Sigil Sets
 
 
            There are many methods by which
you can craft your sigil sets. You can



make them in the form of tarot decks or
rune stone sets.
 
Cards:
 

If you are looking for a pre-made
card set, for example, your current
options amount to The Tarot of
Ceremonial Magick and the deck of
Fallen Angels. I suggest, for the latter,
drawing the seals on the cards with a
silver or gold paint marker. There are
many more decks in the works as I write
this. Sadly none of them are finished yet
(you know who you are!). I’m hoping
we’ll see more Daemonolatry specific
sigil tarot decks in the future.



            But really, there are ways to do it
yourself. They have those “color-your-
own-tarot” decks that you can buy and
add sigils that way. Alternatively a
simple set of 3x5 cards with sigils drawn
on them will do just as well. Aesthetics
may or may not be an issue for you.
 



 
Sigil Rune Stones:
 
            With these, you probably want to
stick with a set of about sixteen to twenty
stones that cover a wide range of
meanings. There are many ways to craft a
set like this. You could purchase sixteen,
uniform, pre-smoothed stones made from
any type of stone you desire. This has the
added benefit of attuning your divination
stones to any magickal work or to give
them magickal properties. Consider one
of the many types of quartz because it
carves well.
            Another option is to use river rock



or just uniform rocks you find outside, in
nature. Some folks believe stones sets are
more powerful if you seek them out and
pluck them directly from ‘the wild’ and
don’t process them. However, if you have
a rock polisher you may choose to polish
the rocks yourself.
            Once you collect the number of
stones you need for your sigil set, you can
either use a Dremel device to carve the
seals into each stone, or you can paint
each stone with the seal on it. Permanent
marker also works.
            If for any reason you aren’t too
keen on the idea of having to find or
purchase stones and you want a project
for an afternoon, go down to your local



hobby store, buy some oven bake clay in
a color you like, and create enough little
stones or disks to make your sigil set.
Then carve the sigil into each one with a
dot at the top so you know which way is
“up” (especially if you want to use
‘reverse’ meanings).  Bake, cool, use! 
You can choose to glaze them afterward
or paint the sigils as well. It’s entirely up
to you. There’s a lot of room for your
individual creativity here so have fun
with it!
 



 
Wooden Sigil Sets
 
            In some hobby stores they sell
wooden disks. Sigils can be burned into
the wooden disks, drawn on them, or
carved into them.  You may choose to
lacquer them when you’re done to keep
moisture out, and so they’ll last longer.
 
Dedicating & Consecrating Sigil Sets



 
            Like any “magickal” tool, you may
want to dedicate and consecrate your sigil
set like you would any other divination
device. I suggest a simple consecration
ritual.
            During the ritual use an incense of
divination containing broom, cherry,
dragon’s blood, fig, goldenrod, ivy,
meadowsweet, or orris root. You might
also use tinctures of belladonna or
mandrake. Run your divination set through
the incense smoke, and for stone or clay
sets, anoint them with the tinctures. A
good oleum of Ashtaroth made by mixing
one part dragon’s blood, two parts orris
root, a drop of your blood, and one part



ivy will also work. If you are dedicating
and consecrating cards, you may choose
not to anoint them with the oleum. An
alternative might be to lightly mist them
(using a spray bottle) with an alcohol
based divination tincture so that they
aren’t ruined.
            In the consecration you are simply
attuning the set to you and dedicating it to
the practice of divination.
            One note – if you are sharing the
divination set with the household, do not
add your blood to the oleum or tinctures
used to consecrate the set.
            If you’re doing intensive
divination sessions with your sigil sets,
anoint your temples and third eye with



camphor and drink a divination tea before
starting.
            A good tea for divination: mix
equal parts of  hibiscus, orange peel,
pomegranate and dandelion in a bowl.
Place in cheese cloth (or a coffee filter),
and steep in a cup of boiling water. Drink
it before working.
 
Charging Sigil Sets
 
            Sigil sets can be charged during
pillar rites like any other magickal or
divination device. See The
Daemonolater’s Guide to Daemonic
Magick for more.
 



Storing your Sigil Set
 
            A lot of people keep their
divination sigil rune sets in leather or
velvet bags. Card sets are also often
stored this way. However, there is the
matter of the sigil pot. That is also an
option. Sigil pots are clay or earthenware
bowls or crocks used to store the sigil
set. The idea behind storing your
divination devices in darkness seems to
stem from a belief that light will draw
power out of a divination set. I don’t
necessarily agree with this. I keep a tarot
deck on my side table day in and day out.
I use it daily. I have never had the
problem of feeling they were drained or



powerless. However, I do store my sigil
rune sets in velvet or leather bags. Not
because I think they will lose power, but
rather because they’re easier to find,
move, and keep together when stored this
way. Necessity is the mother of invention,
after all.
            Along those lines people often say
you shouldn’t let others touch your
divination devices. There is some truth to
this. If you consecrated the device using
your own blood, it’s yours. It likely won’t
work for anyone else. Like any magickal
tool, it’s been attuned to you. Of course if
you have people coming over and
touching your ritual tools or divination
devices without your consent you might



want to rethink who you’re hanging out
with. Seers and magicians should be
polite and always ask before touching
other people’s things. Period.
 
Creating the Sigil Pot
 
            The interesting thing about sigil
pots is they go beyond being simple
storage containers for your stone or clay
sigil sets. I suppose you could even keep
your sigil cards in a sigil pot, too. The
basic idea of the sigil pot is that the pot is
charged always so that the sigils within it
are also always charged. It’s as if the
sigil pot is what we call a constant pillar.
This constant pillar is always drawing



energy from the divine. In a sense it’s like
an open portal. I don’t recommend the
sigil pot for anyone who doesn’t do
regular “house cleaning” and warding.
            To make the pot, choose an
earthenware vessel big enough to house
your divination set. Next, draw or paint
the seal of any divinatory spirit on the
outside of it to dedicate it. I always
choose Leviathan or Ashtaroth for mine.
Water spirits always work well since
water is the element of divination, insight,
and empathy. Ashtaroth would be a good
choice because Astarte/Ashtaroth is a
seer’s Daemon. The sign of Scorpio
would also be relevant here if you wanted
to use a more neutral glyph instead.



            Once you’ve done this, consecrate
the pot by running it through the smoke of
a divination incense. Anoint the pot with
a divination oil or tincture. Finally, put
the pot through the paces of a pillar ritual.
Except once you remove the candles the
pillar remains open. Now yes, you may
have to re-charge the pot or re-establish
the pillar at regular intervals. Keeping the
pot active is, in a sense, a lot like feeding
servitors.  Please keep this in mind.
 
Maintenance
 
If you’re using a sigil pot, you shouldn’t
have to charge or clean your stones unless
they start feeling blah. If you aren’t using



a sigil pot you should clean/clear, re-
consecrate, and re-charge your sigil sets
at regular intervals. This can be as simple
as holding them, clearing them (usually
with a visualization), and then running
them through incense smoke, re-anointing,
and re-charging via a pillar. There is no
set time frame that you should do this. For
people who use their divination devices
often, you may want to do it more
frequently like once every three to six
months. For those of you who don’t use
your divination sets often, you might only
perform this operation every 1-2 years.
Everyone’s needs are different.
 
           



 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Divination Methods
 

There are several methods you can
use to employ sigil sets for divination.
First, you can read them much like one
reads tarot cards via set “spreads”. The



second way is to read them in rune
spreads. You can pull one at a time and
read it as a stand-alone. You can also
read them reversed. This means that
generally, if you pull the sigil and it’s
upside down, you’re looking at hidden
aspects or opposite attributes. It’s a
common misconception by people who
don’t really know how to read cards,
runes, etc… that an upside down rune or
card is automatically negative. This is not
true. It generally means the meaning is
either opposite or the influence isn’t as
strong. Much like with anything, you have
to read sigils in context with any sigils
around them.

Also, I propose that, much like



runes, each sigil can be read four
different ways depending how it lands.
Now *that* my friends, is a task indeed.
We can discuss this as we go.  In the
meantime, let’s talk about the different
types of spreads and then we can move on
to the two sigil sets of this book and
discuss Attributes.
 

SPREAD TYPES
 
We’re going to discuss several spread
types. It’s important to know there are as
many types of spreads as there are tarot
decks out there and all of them can be
used in both sigil and rune reading. I’m
going to quickly outline a few of them



 
One Sigil – This is pretty straight
forward. You think about your
situation, pull a single sigil, and read
it as wisdom and insight into your
situation.

 
Three Sigil – This is another simple
and straightforward spread. You
simply pull one sigil for the past,
one for the present, and one for the
future. This spread is also used for
Yes/No answers by some people.
Inverted sigils are considered NO
whereas right side up sigils are
considered YES answers. If you
have all three seals right side up,



your answer is yes, if they’re all
inverted, the answer is no. If you
have two no’s and one yes the
answer is likely no, and if you have
two yes’s and one no the answer is a
likely yes.

 
Five Sigil –  This is the short version
of a Celtic spread. You situate four
cards around a center card. The
center card is the present. The card
above that is what’s in the person’s
(the person you’re reading for) head,
the card to the right is what is
directly ahead, the one below is
distant past, and the one to the left is
recent past.



 

 
Celtic Spread- This is the same as
the five sigil, but includes four sigils
to the right that show the path to the
final outcome. They’re read from
bottom to top, the top sigil being the



absolute final outcome. (Yes, I’m
using tarot diagrams.

 
 

Four Sigil Readings – The first sigil
represents the mental aspect, the
second, the physical aspect; the
third, the spiritual aspect; the fourth,
the path to tread.



 
Six Sigil Readings –  This is a
variant on the three sigil reading.
Instead of one sigil for past, one for
present, and one for future, you pull
two. Both of them, side by side, give
you a clearer picture of the situation.
The first two sigils represent the
past; the second two sigils represent
the present; the last two sigils
represent the future.
 
 
Six Sigil Reading Diagram

 





 
Wheel of the Year- I really like this
spread for runes and sigils.
Basically you pull one sigil for each
month/sun sign.  This works better
with larger sigil sets and it works
best if you read each seal in the
direction it falls. More about that
when we discuss actually doing the
reading. This is kind of like the
astrological spread

 
.

 



 



 
The Astrological Reading –  This
one is more complicated.
Astrologers will love it.  You read
the sigils, in this case, like you
would a natal chart. Each card
symbolic of the house it’s in. 

1. The first house is the house of first
impressions and the physical
appearance.

2. The second house covers money,
values, and possessions.

3. The third house is the house of
communication, community, and
siblings.

4. The fourth house is family and home.



It is maternal. This is the occult
house that covers the foundation of
the magician.

5. The fifth house covers creativity and
recreation as well as the paternal.

6. The sixth house is work ethic,
responsibility, and service (to
others).

7. The seventh house covers marriages,
friendships and intimate
partnerships.

8. The eighth house covers sex, death,
and other folks’ money. This is also
the occult house and governs the
magician’s ability and interest in the
occult.

9. The ninth house is the house of



travel, education, and philosophy. It
also covers religion.

10. The tenth house deals with ambition,
status, career, and public image.

11. The eleventh house governs social
groups, causes one works toward,
and long-term goals.

12. Finally, the twelfth house is psychic
ability, hidden talents and is the final
occult house that reveals the hidden
side (talents) of a magician.

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 



 



 



 
The Diamond Reading – This is a
good spread if you are seeking
insight in difficult situations. You set
the sigils in the shape of a diamond.
The bottom sigil represents the
foundation. This forms the basis of
the issue; the left sigil represents one
of the forces acting on the issue; the
right sigil represents another of the
forces acting on the issue; the top
sigil represents the conclusion to
which your current path is leading
you.

 
The Diamond Reading Diagram



 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 

Performing the Divination
 
            Now that we’ve discussed the
actual spreads we can use and how
they’re formulated, let’s discuss how to
read the spreads. A lot of people
erroneously think that readings are simply
a matter of memorize, regurgitate, repeat.



I contend that anyone who reads like this
has not yet developed his/her psychic
skills. The fact of the matter is that
eventually you have to realize it’s not the
cards, or the runes, or the sigils that are
doing the divining, it’s you.  Sure, there
may be a specific meaning behind the
seal, behind the Daemonic force or spirit,
but how it is applicable to your situation
or the situation of the person you’re
reading for is another story entirely.
Sometimes you have to go with intuition.
This brings me to another aspect of sigil
divination as a whole.
            With rune stones you have a
specific set of meanings. However, have
you ever just sat down, studied a rune,



and looked at it from every angle? Have
you examined it turned left, or right or
upside down? If not, do it. Also consider
any symbolism within it. Once you have a
sigil set I suggest doing the following
exercise.
 
You will need:

1 Journal
1 Sigil Set (of your choice)
Thirty minutes a day.

 
For a half hour each day, pull one

sigil from your sigil set. Examine the sigil
right side up. Draw the sigil right side up
in your notebook. Note how it makes you
feel, what it looks like to you, any traits



you notice.  Then turn it a quarter turn to
the right. Draw the sigil in this position in
your journal. Note how it makes you feel,
what it looks like to you, any traits you
notice. Turn it another quarter turn to the
right. The sigil should now be upside
down. Do the same thing. Draw the sigil
inverted in your journal. Note how it
makes you feel, what it looks like to you,
and any traits you notice. Finally, turn it
another quarter to the right and repeat.
When you’re done you’ll have the sigil
drawn four ways with your impression of
it each way.

Continue doing this, one sigil a day,
until your entire sigil set is complete.
Then I dare you to do a reading for



yourself or someone else, using your
journal as a guide to what each seal
means. Sure, I could do this for you, but
then we’re going off of my intuition and
thoughts instead of yours. I think you’ll
find that you tap your individual psychic
abilities better if you do this part of the
work on your own. I recommend every
serious seer try this with runes or sigil
sets. Tarot is another matter and it’s a
matter of finding the right deck and
moving beyond the memorize, regurgitate,
repeat stage.  So while the actual
Daemonic personality of the seal will
always be at the back of your mind, what
it means in the context of each reading,
and in context to the seals next to it, will



change with each reading.
            A sample divination might be
something like this:
 
Situation: A friend of yours, a busy mom
of two, really wants to develop her own
psychic intuition but she’s finding it
difficult. She wants you to do a reading
for her to find out what’s wrong. You do a
four card diamond spread for her using
the Dukanté sigil set.
 
You pull an upside down Unsere at the
bottom, the sigil is Lucifuge on the left,
the right sigil is Satan, and top sigil is
Belial upside down.
 



The Reading: At the bottom you have an
inverse Unsere suggesting your
understanding of the problem is not as
clear as it could be right now. The fact
that your physical/motherly duties take up
the bulk of your time could be a factor as
to why your abilities haven’t taken hold.
 Lucifuge to the left suggests you
desperately need more discipline and
structure to your practice to help your
ability along. Satan on the right suggests
seeing the entire picture, but it may be that
lack of focus that is part of the problem. 
An inverse Belial is the conclusion and
suggests not being grounded and entirely
too busy.
 



The Summary – your friend is far too
busy and her attention is far too scattered
for her to hone her natural psychic
abilities. She needs more discipline and
structure if she really wants to learn to
access her abilities completely.
 
            Practice. The more you read for
others, the better you’ll get at it.  The
more you pull a sigil for yourself once a
day (or when seeking insight or guidance)
the better off you’ll find yourself. Use the
sigil pot to work on your skills.
            Let’s say you’re having a problem
with a co-worker. You reach into the sigil
pot and pull out Focalor. This may mean
you need to be assertive and address the



situation before it gets out of hand. 
Clearly this co-worker means harm and
could potentially harm your employment.
Yes, that sigil could mean all those things.
Just like if you pulled Focalor in response
to the question, “Should I sign the band up
for battle of the bands?”  Focalor would
likely mean – yes, go for it!  The sigil’s
meaning + the question + gut instinct =
meaning.  It’s the same for tarot.

 
Doing Wheel Readings

 
Wheel readings are either Wheel of The
Year or Zodiac Readings.  I explained in
the spread section how the Zodiac
reading is worked. Here I’d like to talk



about wheel readings. Wheel readings
work great for Sigil divination (and Rune
Divination). Basically what you do is pull
one sigil for each spoke on the wheel.
Each spoke represents a month in the
coming year, starting with the current
month. Each sigil is read as the primary
topic for the month. A talented seer can
get a great deal from a reading like this,
including predicting raises, promotions,
job changes, new babies, death, love, and
money problems. Additional sigils can be
pulled if you need more information.



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sigil Sets
 
 
The Dukanté Set:
 



            The Dukanté set covers sixteen
daemons. I know some of you might
remember a little book called Daemon
Stones. In that book the author walked the
reader through every possible meaning
any one sigil could have based on if the
reading was about money, spiritual,
matters, etc… Here’s the thing, I won’t do
that here because I’m of the belief that
first, the reader is smart enough to deduce
these things for herself.  For example, if
Belial is earth, and he is stability and
responsibility, then in reverse the sigil
means instability and irresponsibility.
This means that if you’re doing a reading
about money matters and you get an
inverse Belial in the future, it means



you’ll likely experience financial woes,
possibly to irresponsible financial
management. Spiritually speaking an
inverse Belial is instability. Love –
instability, loss of love. Etc… Right side
up Belial in love might mean a stable
relationship. In money matters, a stable
job, etc…  This really is a no brainer.
            So, on the following pages I’ll
give you the sigils, what they mean right
side up and inverted and any other
information that I might find relevant.
Keep in mind that this is just a starting
point. If you perform the sigil exercise I
gave you earlier, you might find you have
more to add to this. Remember that
depending where the sigil is in the



“sentence”, that’s how it’s read. A true
seer will immediately be able to “feel” if
Belial (for example), in the position it
lands right side up, means a new job,
more responsibility, or a promotion at
work.
            You might also take into account
the alchemical and symbolic attributes
within the seals themselves. This is
entirely up to you.
            If you are seeking more
information on these Daemons including
colors, dates, etc… see The
Daemonolater’s Guide to Daemonic
Magick or Daemonolatry Goetia.
            The Goetia set will include all 72
Goetic Daemons. Please note that some



Daemons are shared by both hierarchies. I
have simply re-asserted the same
information across both sets.
 
 
 
            The sigil’s meaning +
the question + gut instinct =
meaning. 



Belial
 

  
 
Element:
Earth - Dukanté hierarchy;
Fire - Goetic hierarchy.
 
Attributes:

Belial is all about this earthly
plane, representing the physical world



both literally and metaphorically. His
keyword is stability. The sigil could also
mean abundance, balance, prosperity, a
stable job, good health, or a strong work
ethic and common sense. Responsibility.
In Goetia, Belial rules the ego in that he is
charged with distributing honors and
titles. He rewards familiars, and
reconciles friends and enemies.
Elementally, in the earth aspect, Belial is
representative of home, health, family,
and stability. In the fire aspect, he is
representative of hard work and stable
efforts.
 
Inverse Attributes
            Lack of stability, irresponsibility.



Sluggishness. Stubbornness. Money
problems. Loss of job. Overindulgence.
Inability to make decisions. Being
stubborn.



Lucifer
 

 
Element:
Air – Dukanté hierarchy.
 
Attributes:  

The mind, mental processes,
enlightenment, knowledge, and new



beginnings all fall under Lucifer.  Lucifer
rules careers such as science, math,
engineering and medicine. This can be
interpreted as a new beginning or it could
suggest higher learning like going back to
school or getting certifications. It might
also mean spiritual learning, depending
on the context in which it falls.  This seal
could also mean, aside from the above -
intelligence, creativity, free-thinking, and
enlightenment. Something may come to
light in the situation as well.
 
Inverse Attributes:
            Arrogance; rejecting knowledge;
ignorance; rebellion; and rejection of
convention;  or rejection of spirituality; or



rejecting higher learning.
 



Flereous/Flaros
 
 

      
 
Element:
Fire – Dukante hierarchy;
Fire – Goetic hierarchy.
 
Attributes:

A call to action. It could also



suggest great determination, love, or hard
work. It may also imply a sudden burst of
creativity (if you’re reading for a creative
type) or sudden, but harmonious changes.
Strong willpower.  

 
Inverse Attributes:

Acting hastily. Obsessive love or
being obsessive about a project. Being
flighty or quick to anger.  Being frivolous
or being egotistical.
 
Notes: This sigil might also suggest a
baptism by fire (new beginning) or may
be an instruction to try fire skrying to gain
insight into your situation.



Leviathan
 
 

 
Element:
Water – Dukante hierarchy.
 
Attributes:

Honesty. Creativity. Family
harmony. Fertility. Wisdom. Empathy.
Emotional harmony. Good judgment. All
of these things are encompassed in this



sigil. If pulled in reference to someone’s
character you can be assured they are a
friend or are understanding and
sympathetic to your cause.
 
Inverse Attributes:
            Hidden enemies. Someone is lying
to you. Lack of good judgment and
wisdom. It may also mean you are being
judgmental. Family discord. Chaos.
Emotional upset. If pulling this sigil in
reference to someone’s character and you
get inverse Leviathan, chances are the
person cannot be trusted and is not good
for you.

 
 



 



Satan
 

 

   
 
 

 
Element:
All – Dukante hierarchy;
Fire – Other Satanic hierarchies.
 
Attributes:



Satan is the source of all
knowledge. An aspect of the fifth element
– that force that binds it all together.
Rebellion against ignorance.   He is often
viewed as the whole of creation. Balance
and flow.
 
Inverse Attributes:
            Things will fall apart. Chaos
ensues. Destruction and ruin. Obstacles
arise.

 
 

Note: When pulling Satan, consider your
personal feelings toward, definition of
and attributes regarding Satan. Our
personal perceptions color our readings



whether it be sigils, tarot, or rune stones.
Each seer’s individual perception must be
taken into account in order for a reading
to be as accurate as it can possibly be.
Memorizing and regurgitating meanings
from a book can only take one so far.

 



Verrine
 
 

 
Element:
Airy or Earthy part of Water – Dukante
hierarchy
 
Attributes:

Verrine represents good health,



protection, medicine, and balance.
However, pulled in general the seal may
suggest you need to get your yearly
physical, or it’s time to lose weight or
start eating healthy. Or it may suggest your
situation could benefit from some type of
healing, including, but not limited to,
emotional healing. If pulled for someone
else, they may need healing.
 
Inverse Attributes:
            Illness, disease, lowered defenses
and imbalance. If you read inverse
meanings and you pull this it may mean an
illness will come to light or that defenses
are down and enemies can strike.
           



Amducius
 

     
 
Element:
Watery part of Fire – Dukante hierarchy;
Air – Goetic hierarchy.
 
Attributes:

Amducius is the destroyer. In his
positive aspects he represents being
steadfast and sure. Assertive and resolute.



He destroys fallacies (pipe dreams etc…)
and enemies, or obstacles in your path.
When you pull this sigil it represents
strength in your situation, as well as the
ability to turn situations to your favor
using both facts and know-how.

 
Inverse Attributes:

If you invert this sigil it represents
loss of a battle. Ineffective efforts. It
suggests a negative outlook or pent up
anger. Perhaps even hasty actions.
 



Unsere
 
 

 
Element – Watery part of Earth –
Dukante hierarchy
 
Attributes:

The seal of Unsere represents
foundation, home, family, life,
parenthood, and fertility.  Pulling this



sigil could imply a new baby or a new
house are coming. Unsere in general is a
positive sigil to pull and as an outcome,
only good things come. Fertility may also
apply to imagination if you are an artist,
musician, or writer. Unsere is patience
and understanding.
 
Inverse Attributes:
            Unsere inverted may represent
family discord, loss of home, miscarriage
or infertility.  Instability. Creative blocks
and general inertia. It may also suggest
impatience and lack of understanding.



Eurynomous
 
 

 
Element: Earth – Dukante hierarchy (or
Earth-Air)
 
Attributes:

Eurynomous represents harsh
change for the better. Usually the loss of a
job you secretly hated, loss of friends



who aren’t good for you. It could even
represent the loss of stability to teach you
a lesson. It may also indicate feelings of
loss or deep emotional discord. When not
in a “loss position”, Eurynomous may
suggest emotional comfort, solace, and
emotional well-being. It depends on the
reading question, your gut instincts, and
the sigils around it.
 
Inverse Attributes:
            Death of a loved one. Sorrow,
grief. Unexpected loss of home or job.
 
 
Note: The brilliant thing about
Eurynomous is that even though the



changes he brings may be harsh –
everything will come full circle and
you’ll soon find yourself back on top.
Sometimes life needs a severe upheaval
to promote positive change. This is
especially true if you’re living in a
stalemate.



Belphegore
 
 

 
Element: Earth – Dukante hierarchy
 
Attributes:

Belphegore represents prosperity,
abundance, material gain, jobs, and
stability at both work and at home. This



seal means good things (monetarily) are
coming your way.  For creative types it
may suggest selling your work or an
abundance of creative energy that
produces tangible results. 
 
Inverse Attributes:
            This may symbolize greed,
hoarding, and selfishness that will
eventually cause downfall. It may also
suggest your expectations are too large or
what you want from life or from others
isn’t realistic.

 



Rosier
 
 

 
 

Element: Water – Dukante hierarchy
(some say Fire-Water)
 
Attributes: 

Good relationships, love, happiness



in marriage and long term relationships.
This is another seal that suggests a happy
family. If you’re single, this could suggest
you will soon find your soul mate or one
true love. Depending on the question it
may also suggest self-love or being
genuine and true to yourself and others.
 
Inverse Attributes:
            Unstable home life. Upheaval in
the family. Loneliness. Arrogance and/or
show-off behavior may also be an issue.
Not doing things for the right reasons.



Delepitoré
 
 
 

 
Element: Fire part of Water – Dukante
hierarchy
 
Attributes:

Delepitoré is a Daemon of tangible
sorceries. Pulling her sigil may suggest



the practice of magick, the search for truth
and wisdom, empathy, and/or psychic
abilities will come to bear. Generally this
is a positive sigil to pull. Depending
where you pull it in the reading it may
suggest a positive outcome of magick
already worked, may suggest working
magick, or it could be suggesting that the
positive creative force of the universe is
working in your favor in the situation.
 
Inverse Attrributes:
            If you pull Deleptitoré inverse it
may suggest an unexpected outcome to
magick (or no outcome at all), or it may
suggest magick is not the answer in your
situation. It may also suggest lack of



empathy, psychic faculties, or abilities for
magick either overall or in the particular
situation the sigil was pulled for.

 



Tezrian
 
 

 
Element: Fiery part of Earth – Dukante
hierarchy
 
Attributes:
            If you pull this sigil it generally
suggests you need to be on guard and



proceed with great caution. It may suggest
outside influences are bearing down on
you in a negative way or there are hidden
enemies out to get you. It may also suggest
you are suffering emotional trauma due to
some type of internal or external “battle”.
 
Inverse Attributes:
            You might be overly suspicious or
worried for no good reason. Anxiety, fear,
and superstition.  It may suggest a quick
temper or hasty action that causes discord
for no valid reason.

 
Note: Some folks see Tezrian as the
ultimate cursing Daemon and when they
pull this seal think they need to



immediately get out the cursing
implements. That may be true to some
degree if the seal is pulled upright.
However, if you’re feeling more of an
inverse meaning, don’t do it. It will
backfire.
 



Ashtaroth
 

   
 
 
Element: Earth – both Dukanté and
Goetic hierarchy though some argue fire
for Dukanté.
 
Attributes:



Pulling this sigil often signifies
supportive friends will be instrumental or
influential in the situation.  If your
question is metaphysical related, pulling
Ashtaroth suggests using your own
intuition or skrying on the matter to see if
you can gain insight.
 
Inverse Attibrutes:
            Beware of false friends who
might want to sabotage your efforts out of
jealousy or secret hatred. An inverse
Ashtaroth may also suggest lack of insight
or lack of an ability for seeing the
situation clearly. You may be too close to
the situation.
 



Lucifuge Rofocale/Focalor
 

 
Element:
Air  – Dukante hierarchy; (I’ve also seen
Airy Earth and Airy Fire)
Water – Goetic hierarchy
 
Attributes:

Taking charge of a situation or



one’s life. Discipline, mastery and
expertise are ruled by Lucifuge/Focalor. 
This sigil represents people in powerful
positions (bosses, community leaders,
politicians). May suggest a leadership
role is imminent. In a situation where
there are difficulties, pulling this seal
suggests overcoming obstacles and
defeating enemies. An overall positive
outcome. In financial matters, expect a
definite positive windfall.
 
Inverse Attributes:
            Abuse of power. Manipulation of
others for one’s own gain. Egotistical
behavior. Being the cause of drama.
Creating one’s own misery and problems.



 
 



Ronwe/Ronove
 
 

          
 

Element:
Airy part of Earth – Dukante hierarchy;
Air – Goetic hierarchy
 
Attributes:

Ronove is a Daemon of knowledge
and education. Pulling Ronove suggests



higher learning, going back to college,
getting certifications or learning a new
skill. Pulling this seal may be indicative
of a research or writing project.
Likewise, you may learn something new
about the situation that you were unaware
of before.
 
Inverse Attributes:
            Arrogance. Behaving like a know-
it-all and therefore losing one’s ability to
learn. Inability to learn from mistakes.
Ignoring facts.

 
 
 



 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Goetic Sigil Set:
 

Here there are 72 Daemons. This
makes a great deck of tarot if you can find
or make one.  Some people may only
choose a handful of Daemons for a
variety of purposes from this particular



sigil set instead of using all 72. This is
entirely up to you and your preference in
the matter.

 
I have included these Daemon’s

dates in addition to their elements. It
begins with the Day Daemons and ends
with the Night Daemons. If you need
further attributes you can see
Daemonolatry Goetia, which would
complement this book greatly.
 



Bael
 

 
 
Element: Fire
Date:  March 21- March 30  
 
Attributes:

In work, a creative project will
have some success. For social situations,
pulling Bael suggests having a party or
attending a party with friends. It’s



possible the asker will meet someone
special. The asker may be in a position of
power or authority (or be given a position
of power or authority).
 
Inverse Attributes:

Not being recognized for one’s
efforts. Invisibility. Being ignored. Not
being in control of one’s situation.
 
 
 

 
 



Agares
 

 
Element: Earth
Date:  March 31 – April 10  
 
Attributes:

Pulling this seal may indicate
travel. In business it may suggest wise
and steady work on a project to bring it to
fruition or finding a solution to a problem.
In finance this seal suggests finding a way



to increase your profit or grow your
money. It may also suggest firm
foundation and potency in business or
financial dealings. Pulling this seal is
usually a good indicator of success.
 
Inverse Attributes:
            Excessive force. Bad business
deals. Projects gone awry. Solutions to
problems not forthcoming.
 
 

 
 



Vassago
 

 
Element: Water
Date:  April 11 – April 20   
 
Attributes:
            You will find something that was
lost or uncover something that was
hidden. Uncovering false friends. Good
negotiations between friends. Self-work
has become manifest into its perfected



state. May indicate the conclusion of an
alchemical process - spiritually speaking.
 
Inverse Attributes:

Paranoia. Hidden enemies that you
haven’t found yet. Don’t negotiate or
attempt to traverse contracts. More
spiritual work must be done.
 
 
 

 
 



Gamigin
 

 
Element: Water
Date: April 21 - 30
 
Attributes:

Forgiveness of others and yourself.
Pulling this seal may suggest seeking
counsel of the dead. This sigil may also
suggest a surge of creativity and



inspiration.
 
Inverse Attributes:

Holding a grudge. Ignoring sound
advice or your inner intuition. A creative
stalemate. Money troubles.

 
 
 
 
 



Marbas
 

 
Element: Air
Date: May 1-10
 
Attributes: 

Pulling this seal often indicates
good health or that healing is forthcoming
(physical or emotional). In other areas,
this seal suggests that the truth will come
to bear or may suggest you stand back and



look at the situation in its entirety to see
the truth. May also indicate financial
success. Obstacles dissolve.
 
Inverse Attributes:

Inverse, this seal suggests illness or
poor health overall. Or that the truth is
hidden. It can also indicate that negative
magick has manifested its result.
 Material troubles.
 
 
 

  
 
 



Valefor
 

 
Element: Earth
Date: May 11 -20
 
Attributes:

This seal brings good fortune when
pulled. It suggests getting the results one
wants and having gifts bestowed upon the
asker.
 
Inverse Attributes:



Manipulation. Magick won’t
manifest. A string of bad luck. Working
hard with no results or success.
 
 
 
 

  
 

 



Amon
 
 

 
Element: Water
Date: May 21 - 31
 
Attributes:

Difficulties between friends or
family members will be reconciled. The
future may be revealed. You will not need
to push as hard as you think you have to in



order to get results.
 
Inverse Attributes:

Strife escalates. The future is
uncertain. The asker is not trying hard
enough or pushing enough to get the result
she needs.
 
 
 

 
 

 



Barbatos
 
 

 
 
Element: Fire
Date: June 1-10
 
Attributes:

The asker may find an animal needs
his attention today. If the asker is a
magician, pulling this seal may indicate a
spiritual or magickal epiphany. The asker



may find himself a mediator between
friends or those higher up.
 
Inverse Attributes:

For magicians, pulling this seal
inverse may suggest a war within a
magickal group or between magicians. It
may also suggest reinforcing personal
wards and protections. For others this
seal inverse may suggest fights or
arguments between family, friends, or
colleagues.
 
 

   
 

 



 
 



Paimon
 

 
 

Element: Water
Date: June 11 - 20
 
Attributes:

The asker will experience
emotional, life or personal changes due to
the situation. The asker will likely be
bound to the situation until it reaches its
final conclusion. There’s no easy way out.



 
Inverse Attributes:
            Emotional ruin is inevitable and
also necessary. A big disappointment will
come to bear.
 

 
 



Buer
 

 
Element: Fire
Date: June 21 – July 1
 
Attributes:

Emotional discord will be healed.
Situations come to their logical
conclusion. The asker must contemplate
his situation deeply. Addictions will be
overcome.



 
Inverse Attributes:
            A moral dilemma will present
itself. An addiction may be overpowering
right now and keeping the asker from
healing. Pulling this sigil could also
suggest emotional discord or mental
illness.
 
 
 

 



Gusion
 
 

 
Element: Water
Date: July 2 -11
 
Attributes:
            When this sigil is pulled it
generally signifies an honor has been or
will soon be earned. This means if you
are asking about a test score or a
promotion, the likely answer is yes. The



seal of Gusion may also indicate a
reconciled friendship. For those
immersed in spiritual work it may suggest
discovery of the true self.
 
Inverse Attributes: I

Faults of the asker will come to
bear and the asker will be forced to face
them.
 
 

 
 
 



Sitri/Sytry
 
 

 
Element: Earth
Date: July 12 - 21
 
Attributes:  
            Pulling this seal may suggest a
love affair or lusting after something or
someone. It may mean finding a sexual
partner. For non-sexual relationships this



seal could indicate superficial friendships
or work relationships. However, to
creative projects this seal brings a great
deal of passion and energy to it.
 
Inverse Attributes:

Inversed this seal suggests self-
involvement and/or lack of intimacy
between people or lack of intimate
knowledge of the situation.
 
 

 
 

 
 



Beleth
 

 
Element: Earth
Date: July 22 – August 1
 
Attributes:

If you pull this seal, relationship
problems will soon be worked through. If
you are unattached, pulling this seal may
suggest you will meet someone. For
questions dealing with business matters a



contract will be signed or a problem will
be resolved.
 
Inverse Attributes:

Inverse this seal may suggest that
issues between you and your spouse or
significant other still need more work
before they are resolved. You may be
sought after to mediate relationship
conflicts between lovers or friends.

 
 



Leraje
 

 
 
Element: Fire
Date: August 2 - 11
 
Attributes:

Conflicts will be resolved.
Forgiveness is possible. It may also
signify moving forward and leaving past
conflicts behind.
 



Inverse Attributes:
Pulling this seal suggests you may

find yourself in conflict with someone or
at odds with your situation. It can also be
a warning that you’re in a toxic situation
or that holding a grudge is hurting you.
 
Note: Some people think if you pull this
seal it means you should perform an
execration.
 

 
 
 
 

 



Eligos
 

 
 
Element: Water
Date: August 12 - 22
 
Attributes:

False friends and hidden enemies
come to light when this sigil is pulled.
This seal also suggests courage and
strength to face any challenge.
 



Inverse Attributes:  
Inverse, this sigil harbors hidden

fears and worries. There may be an
element of paranoia to the situation.
 

 
 

 



Zepar
 

 
Element: Earth
Date: August 23 – September 1
 
Attributes:

This seal embodies barren
emotions, barren sexuality, barren
relationships etc…  It may indicate a
frivolous love affair or petty emotions. It
may call the asker to be more disciplined



or prudent in these areas.
 
Inverse Attributes:
            Conversely an inverse Zepar
suggests deep, feeling emotion. Spiritual
sexuality, and soulful relationships. Yet it
warns of wearing one’s heart on one’s
sleeve.

 
 

 
 



Botis
 

 

 
 
Element: Water
Date: September 2 - 11
 
Attributes:

Monetarily Botis brings financial
opportunities. A new job or a promotion.
Raise in salary or an inheritance.



Sexually, Botis brings frequent and
pleasurable intimacy.
 
Inverse Attributes:
            Financial troubles. Job loss.
Unexpected bills. Infrequent intimacy.
 

 
 

 
 



Bathin
 
 

 
 
Element: Earth
Date: September 12 - 22
 
Attributes:

Pulling Bathin suggests possible
travel and symbolizes knowledge and the
wealth of knowledge. This seal brings
with it wealth and prosperity in the



physical realm.
 
Inverse Attributes:

Bathin inverse implies stalemates
and lack of growth (both mentally and
monetarily).
 
 
 

 



Sallos
 

 
 
Element: Earth
Date: September 23 – October 2
 
Attributes:
            Pulling Sallos means peaceful
times are ahead. There may be a wedding
in the near future. Sallos can also signify
balance and harmony in all things.
 



Inverse Attributes:
            Sallos inverse may suggest chaos
and imbalance.
 
Note: Some believe that when this sigil
is pulled from the sigil pot, if there is
disharmony in the home, the person who
pulled the sigil should reflect on what can
be changed to bring things back into
balance. A balancing rite should be
performed.

 
 
 
 

 



Purson
 
 

 
Element: Earth
Date: October 3 - 12
 
Attributes:

While Purson is a positive Daemon
in many respects, pulling his seal often
indicates a deep sense of sorrow or loss.
On that same token, this seal also brings



with it answers. So if the asker has
questions, (s)he will soon find the
answers, though they might not be what
(s)he was hoping for.
 
Inverse Attributes:
            Inverse Purson means the asker
will overcome emotional turmoil or
indicates (s)he already knows the truth of
a situation.
 
 

 
   



Marax
 
 
 

 
 
 
Element: Earth
Date: October 12 - 22
 
Attributes:
            An adversary has given up.



Conflicts will cease. There will be rest
from strife.
 
Inverse Attributes:
            Laziness. Lack of discipline. Poor
effort.
 
Notes: A traditional, generational friend
of mine tells me it’s tradition that if you
pull Marax’s sigil out of the pot, the
practitioner needs to anoint herself with
Oleum of Daemonic Sorcery, burn a
purification incense and carry a piece of
rose quartz with her for the day. The
reason for this is because Marax has
something to teach or impart. Doing this,
she says, promotes both concentration and



learning.
 

 
 



Ipos
 
 
 

 
 
Element: Water
Date: October 23 – November 1
 
Attributes:

A decision must be made. Expect
problems from an unexpected source. 



Courage will be needed.
 
Inverse Attributes:
            Fears will come to the forefront.
Hidden enemies may be causing problems
for you.  Indecisiveness.
 
Notes: If you are pulling Ipos from the
sigil pot, expect that you need to step
back from the situation and take a break
from it if you can. You need perspective.
 

 



Aim
 
 

 
 
 
Element: Fire
Date: November 2 –12
 
Attributes:

New insight into your situation will
come to light. For creative types, pulling
Aim is often indicative of the artist’s



muse and may foretell of a rush of
inspiration. Clear your calendar.  Also
suggestive of great happiness and joy.
 
Inverse Attributes:

In the inverse position this seal may
suggest frustration and/or lack of
inspiration.
 
 

 
 
 



Naberius
 
 

 
 
Element:  Air
Date: November 13 - 22
 
Attributes:
            Pulling this seal suggests one’s
honor will be restored or the truth will
come to light, clearing one of wrong-



doing.  If you get this seal it may suggest
the illusion of success. The beauty of the
illusion is it can become a self-fulfilled
prophesy.
 
Inverse Attributes:

When inverse one might expect
their honor to be challenged or their
integrity questioned. Conversely, this seal
may mean the illusion of failure.
Likewise, this, too can become a self-
fulfilled prophesy.
 
 

 
 

 



Glasya-Labolas
 

 
 
Element: Fire
Date: November 23 – December 2
 
Attributes:

Things will begin to progress
quickly. Keep your projects a secret for
the time being, otherwise prying eyes
could compromise its success.



 
Inverse Attributes:

Expect a slow-down.  Share an
idea with a friend. (S)He may have some
insight or ideas to help you out.
 

 



Bune
 
 

 
 
Element: Earth
Date: December 3 - 12
 
Attributes:

This sigil, when pulled, generally
means great strength or effort. If pulled
for a seer it may mean the dead wish to



speak with him or her. Monetarily it
suggests great rewards.
 
Inverse Attributes:

Inverse this sigil usually suggests
slacking. Poor resolve or effort results in
very little.

 
 
 



Ronwe/Ronove
 
 

 
 
 
Element:
Airy part of Earth – Dukante hierarchy;
Air – Goetic hierarchy
Date: December 13 - 21
 
 
Attributes:



Ronove is a Daemon of knowledge
and education. Pulling Ronove suggests
higher learning, going back to college,
getting certifications or learning a new
skill. Pulling this seal may be indicative
of a research or writing project.
Likewise, you may learn something new
about the situation that you were unaware
of before.
 
Inverse Attributes:
            Arrogance. Behaving like a know-
it-all and therefore losing one’s ability to
learn. Inability to learn from mistakes.
Ignoring facts.
 
 



 
 

 
 



Berith
 

 
 
Element: Fire
Date: December 22 - 30
 
 
Attributes:

If you pull this sigil you can be
assured a change is coming, but it will be
harmonious and balanced.



 
Inverse Attributes:
            Inverse, Berith suggests a harsh
lesson will be learned.        
 
Note: In some circles, to pull this sigil
from the sigil pot suggests one should
create tinctures the day it is pulled.

 



Astaroth
 
 

 
 
Element: Earth
Date: December 31 – January 9
 
Attributes:

Pulling this sigil often signifies
supportive friends will be instrumental or



influential in the situation.  If your
question is metaphysical related, pulling
Ashtaroth suggests using your own
intuition or skrying on the matter to see if
you can gain insight. Monetarily it
suggests a new project.
 
Inverse Attibrutes:
            Beware of false friends who
might want to sabotage your efforts out of
jealousy or secret hatred. An inverse
Ashtaroth may also suggest lack of insight
or lack of an ability for seeing the
situation clearly. You may be too close to
the situation.
 

 



 



Forneus
 
 

 
 
Element: Water
Date: January 10 - 19
 
Attributes:

If this seal is pulled it suggests you
creating your own destiny here on this
earthly plane. It may suggest a new
business venture or project. You may find



yourself favored by friends and
colleagues when you pull this sigil.
 
Inverse Attributes:

Possibly legal troubles. Strife
among friends or co-workers. Losing
control of your world.
 
 

 
 

 



Foras
 
 

 
Element: Earth
Date: January 20 -29
 
Attributes: 

Stability and clear thinking in
business. Weigh the ethics of what you are
about to do. Defeat is imminent if your
actions are ethically questionable.



 
Inverse Attributes:

Defeat (even if you’re doing what
is right or ethical). A bad business deal.
Avoid signing contracts.
 

 
 



Asmoday
 
 

 
Element: Air
Date: January 30 – February 8
 
Attributes:

If you pull this sigil it often
indicates that rewards from hard work are
not far off. Your success is earned. It may
also suggest hard work in general. If you



are an artist of some type it may suggest
the birth of a new project.
 
Inverse Attributes:
            Inverse this seal may suggest that
you may need more time to see your
desired goals or results manifest.  It may
also suggest you haven’t been putting
forth the work necessary to reap the
rewards you’re expecting.
 

 
 



Gaap
 

 
Element: Air
Date: February 9 - 18
 
Attributes:

Pulling this seal may suggest an
inability to focus on the situation due to
pre-occupation with something else. If
you are looking to thwart an adversary,
pulling Gaap’s seal is a favorable sign



that you will succeed.
 
Inverse Attributes:

Inverse, this sigil might suggest
execration magick that backfires or a plan
that doesn’t go your way.
 

 
 
 



Furfur
 

 
Element: Fire
Date: February 19 - 28
 
Attributes:

Pulling this seal is usually
indicative of feeling hopeless or feeling
that continued efforts are futile.  You may
not be getting the truth or the whole story
from others.  This sigil reminds us that



sometimes we have to be sure to ask the
right questions.
 
Inverse Attributes:
            Inverse this seal suggests deep
depression and hidden enemies (whether
real or imagined).
 

 



Marchosias
 
 

 
 
Element: Fire
Date: March 1 - 10
 
Attributes:
            Marchosias brings with him
courage, strength, and great joy. To pull
this seal usually indicates a yes answer or
that things will turn out in your favor.



           
 
Inverse Attributes:

Pulling this seal in the inverse often
indicates a great failure meant to teach
discipline and/or coping skills.
 
 

 
 
 
 



Stolas
 
 

 
Element: Air
Date: March 11 -20
 
Attributes:

If you get the seal of Stolas it often
suggests one must be very tactful and
communicative to be successful in the
situation. There is a preciseness required.



 
Inverse Attributes:
            Inverse this seal suggests 
overlooking details or being rash in
actions or words.
 
Note: Some believe if you pull Stolas
you should consider getting back to nature
to attune yourself to the natural world.
One friend said that if you pull Stolas, be
sure to carry a rose quartz in your pocket
for the day.
 

 
 
 



Phenex
 

 
 
Element: Fire
Date: March 21 - 30
 
Attributes:

If you pull this seal, a creative
endeavor is either beginning or coming to
fruition. It may even suggest getting a
contract. Domestically it may suggest
redecorating an existing home or moving



into a new one.
 
Inverse Attributes:
            Inverse, Phenex represents the
need for a creative windfall or change in
one’s surroundings. Monetarily it could
indicate that it’s time for a new job
whereas right-side up, a new job may be
coming to you.
 

 
 



Halphas
 

 
 
Element: Air (Fire)
Date: March 31 – April 10
 
Attributes:
            Getting Halphas’ seal indicates
strong resolve (possibly to the point of
stubbornness) and a strong foundation.
The constant tides of life cannot sway the



foundation of Halphas. This foundation is
concrete and strong. Therefore this sigil
suggests that the person who pulls it from
the pot stand his/her ground and wait out
the storm.             
 
Inverse Attributes:
            Instability and indecisiveness. A
situation for which there is no stable
foundation and no firm footing.
 
 

 
 
 

 



Malphas
 
 

 
 
Element: Air
Date: April 11 - 20
 
Attributes:

Malphas is all about perspective.
To pull this seal it often means to take a
step back and gather perspective.  It also



suggests one should pay attention to
details and give the current situation
his/her best work (or efforts).
 
Inverse Attributes:

Lack of perspective or projects
thrown together in haste. Being sloppy or
lazy in one’s work.
 
 
Notes: If you pull Malphas out of the pot,
the old wisdom is you should reinforce
the wards on your home that day.

 
 



Raum
 
 

 
 
Element: Air  (Fire)
Date: April 21 - 30
 
Attributes:
            Watch out for unforeseen
expenses. The seal of Raum often tells of
financial trouble not too far off. Start
saving money and hold off on making any



business dealings or signing any
contracts.
 
Inverse Attributes:
            Inverse Raum warns of having
expectations that are unrealistic, wanting
more than what’s due you, or being
selfish. In a standard reading this may
suggest any of these things in context of
the situation at hand.
 
Note: I have a friend who, if she pulls
Raum, will take a telecommute day
because she’s worried the car will break
down, she’ll lose a client, or some other
thing will happen where money will be
lost. She believes it’s safer to stay home.



 
 



Focalor/Lucifuge
 
 

 
Element: Water
Date: May 1 - 10
 
Attributes:

Taking charge of a situation or
one’s life. Discipline, mastery and
expertise are ruled by Lucifuge/Focalor. 
This sigil represents people in powerful



positions (bosses, community leaders,
politicians). May suggest a leadership
role is imminent. In a situation where
there are difficulties, pulling this seal
suggests overcoming obstacles and
defeating enemies. An overall positive
outcome. In financial matters, expect a
definite positive windfall.
 
Inverse Attributes:
            Abuse of power. Manipulation of
others for one’s own gain. Egotistical
behavior. Being the cause of drama.
Creating one’s own misery and problems.
 
Note: This is another one of those seals
that, traditionally, if pulled from the pot,



suggests doing protections or using
execration for persistent enemies.

 
 

 



Vepar
 
 

 
Element: Water
Date: May 11 -20
 
Attributes:

Pulling Vepar often indicates that a
situation is not yet ripe for success.
Additional paths or correlations need to
be made in order to unleash the full
potential for success. It may also mean



you’re missing a crucial element in a
situation. Once that element is replaced,
only then can the results manifest.
 
Inverse Attributes:
            Inverse, the seal of Vepar may
suggest a complicated path or what you
thought was one situation is actually two.
There’s more at work than meets the eye.
While a right-side-up Vepar suggests
success is yet to come, an inverse Vepar
suggests the success of a situation (or an
outcome in your favor) needs to be re-
evaluated because not all is as it seems.

 
 

 



Sabnock
 
 

 
 
Element: Fire
Date: May 21 - 31
 
Attributes:
            Getting Sabnock’s seal often
suggests it’s time to keep your plans to
yourself and be proactive instead of



reactive. To overcome obstacles right
now you might want to pull in any
aggression or forceful behaviors.
Basically, lay low and shut up.
 
Inverse Attributes:
            Inverse, Sabnock’s seal suggests
taking swift and forceful action to nip
problems in the bud before they start.
 
Note: Pulling this seal traditionally
suggests you need to reinforce your astral
wards.        
 
 

 



Shax
 
 

 
 
Element: Air
Date: June 1 - 10
 
Attributes:

Pulling the seal of Shax is
traditionally considered a bad omen.  It
often indicates miscommunication causing



offense or insult. It may also indicate
emotional turmoil in the situation caused
by hurtful words said in anger.
 
Inverse Attributes:

On the upside (yes, pulling this seal
has an upside), an inverse Shax sigil may
indicate seeing the light at the end of the
tunnel. You will likely find an unexpected
solution to a problem. You may not even
realize there was a problem until the
solution suddenly comes to you.
 

 
 
 



Vine
 

 
 
Element: Water
Date: June 11 -20
 
Attributes:
            While some may consider Vine
yet another bad omen, I prefer to see vine
as the situation that requires a unique,
possibly drastic, solution. Pulling vine



often indicates nothing is going a person’s
way or that ruin in the situation is
imminent on its current path. This is
because all the traditional approaches to
the situation are incorrect. This sigil may
often indicate a person needs to remove
him or herself from the situation. This
may mean quitting the bad job, getting out
of the bad relationship, or allowing one’s
spouse to manage the money.
 
Inverse Attributes:
            Inverse Vine’s sigil foretells of
creative solutions to problems,
epiphanies, and general success through
untraditional means. Vine’s keyword, if
he had one, would be unconventional.



 
 
 
 

 
 



Bifrons
 

 
 
Element: Earth
Date: June 21 – July 1
 
Attributes:

Bifrons’ seal often foretells of good
friends, good times, and love. If Bifrons
is pulled after the death of a loved one it
foretells of emotional healing of grief. It
may also indicate fond memories of loved



ones.
 
Inverse Attributes: 

Inverse, Bifrons may warn of living
too much in the past or may indicate the
person who pulled the seal should spend
more time cultivating relationships with
their loved ones on this earthly plane.  It
indicates a disconnect between the
asker/seeker and his or her loved ones.
 
 

 
 



Uvall/Vual
 

 
 
Element: Water
Date: July 2 -11
 
Attributes:

The seal of Uvall tells of emotional
abundance. It may indicate a party or
social gathering is forthcoming where the
person the seal is pulled for will feel
welcome and loved. It may also indicate



a strong support system and good friends
who are willing to offer advice or lend an
ear. Finally, it could suggest making new
friends.
 
Inverse Attributes:
            Inverse, Uvall suggests spending a
great deal of time alone in introspection.
It may also indicate a lack of a social
network or support system in the
situation, suggesting the person the
reading is for should seek to cultivate
their relationships with others if they need
a support system.
 

 
 



 



Haagenti
 

 
 
Element: Earth (Water)
Date: July 12 - 21
 
Attributes:
            Haagenti’s seal often indicates a
person who can make even the worst day
seem like a great one. Pulling this seal
may suggest a positive outlook. It can also
indicate that you should go with the flow



and expect everything to turn out all right,
because it will.
 
Inverse Attributes:
            Inverse this seal warns against
overindulgence, being lazy or simply
having unrealistic expectations of a
situation.
 

 
 
 

 



Crocell
 
 

 
 
Element: Water
Date: July 22 – August 1
 
Attributes:
            This seal indicates an argument or
rivalry may come to light. It may even be
the beginning of a longer battle (or part of



an ongoing one).  Traditionally it’s
suggested that he who pulls Crocell from
the pot should make a mental note of his
strengths and weaknesses and then the
strengths and weaknesses of his enemy
and proceed taking all of this into
account. In business, make sure you have
read all the documentation or contracts
before going into negotiations. In
friendships or ex-relationships, go into
“battle-like” situations with your
arguments well-reasoned and documented
if necessary. In legal battles, consult your
lawyer if you pull Crocell.
 
Inverse Attributes:
            Inverse this seal suggests being



overly cautious. Possibly even paranoid. 
It may suggest anal retentiveness and too
much focus on fine details.

 
 
 
 



Furcus
 
 

 
 
Element: Air
Date: August 2 -11
 
Attributes:
            This seal often indicates success
in legal matters or in learning.  It may



also suggest getting a contract for a
creative project.
 
Inverse Attributes:
            Inverse this seal may indicate a
postponed decision or a mental block
preventing one from retaining new
information or learning a new skill. For
creative types, an inverse Furcus may
mean a creative block.
 

 
 
 

 



Balam
 

 
 
 
Element: Earth
Date: August 12 - 22
 
Attributes:

Balam’s seal often indicates
success in social situations, or that you
will be seen favorably by others. It also
suggests you should keep your plans and



works secret for now (until you can see a
measurable result).
 
Inverse Attributes:

Shyness or social awkwardness
may give people the wrong impression of
you.  Your secrets may be found out. Work
may not manifest the desired results.
 
 
 

 
 



Alloces
 

 
Element: Fire
Date: August 23 – September 1
 
Attributes:
            Alloces’ seal suggests working
methodically and carefully to see
measurable results. Often this seal is an
indication to be cautious or prudent in the
situation.



 
Inverse Attributes:

Inverse this seal may be telling you
to establish clear boundaries with others.
It can also suggest that there is a lack of
foundation and focus in the situation.
 
 

 
 

 



Camio
 

 
 
Element: Fire
Date: September 2 -11
 
Attributes:
            Camio brings to light all the
possibly paths leading to the desired
result. Generally this seal indicates
material gain in the way of a new job, a



raise, or a promotion, or simply more
money through hard work.  The seal may
also be telling you to broaden your
horizons and consider all your options.
 
Inverse Attributes:
            Inverse Camio suggests myopic
vision or a stalemate. The inability to see
different viewpoints or opportunities.  It
may further indicate unexpected bills or
expenses.
 
 

 
 

 
 



Murmur
 

 
 
Element: Water Fire
Date: September 12 - 22
 
Attributes:

Obstacles will dissolve, questions
will be answered. All will be revealed.
The path is clear. This seal may also
indicate the need to get more training, go



back to school, or get certifications.
 

Inverse Attributes:
Inverse, Murmur is exactly the

opposite of the above. The inability to
see. Obstacles seem insurmountable.
Questions cannot be answered. The path
is filled with obstacles, potholes, and too
much uncertainty. It’s probably not a good
time to go back to school either.
 
 

 
 
 



Orobas
 
 

 
 
Element: Water
Date: September 23 – October 2
 
Attributes:

Orobas brings peace and balance. If
you’ve recently been fighting with
someone or been in a situation where you
feel you’ve been fighting, now is a time of



rest because it’s all come full circle and
all is again how it should be. Balance is
restored. Spiritual harmony is also an
attribute of Orobas.
 
Inverse Attributes:
            Expect a relationship to get rocky
or for the two of you to not see eye-to-eye
on something. This particular seal
inversed simply means imbalance and
perhaps even some minor chaos.
 
 
 

 



Gremory
 
 

 
 
Element: Water
Date: October 3 - 12
 
Attributes:

You will find the missing pieces (or
something that was lost).  The missing
piece may be a revelation of the self.



 
Inverse Attributes:

Inverse this seal brings great
sorrow and possibly loss.
 
Note: Some believe that pulling this seal
means you will be attending a funeral
soon, or will know someone who will be
attending a funeral.  
 

 
 

 
 



Ose
 
 

 
 
Element: Air
Date: October 12 - 22
 
Attributes:
            You and an adversary (or
adversarial situation) will strike up a
truce. Whether this is temporary, lasting,



or feigned can be determined by
surrounding sigils.
 
Inverse Attributes:
            A truce is not likely. There are
more difficulties ahead.
 
 

 
 

 



Amy
 
 

 
 
Element: Fire
Date: October 23 – November 1
 
Attributes
            To pull Amy often means you will
see deeply into a person or situation.
Knowing a person’s true motivation or the



stark reality of a situation is always
unpleasant, but it will give you a sense of
what you do and don’t want in your life.
 
Inverse Attributes:
            Inverse Amy gives a strong heads
up that something is going down. It’s a
sign to trust your instincts in the situation.
Whether inverse or right side up, Amy
always brings insight whether good or
bad and it’s good to pay attention to those
feelings you receive.

 
 
 



Orias
 
 

 
 
Element: Air
Date: November 2 - 12
 
Attributes:

Pulling Orias often foretells of
good times with friends or resolutions
with enemies. Health-wise, pulling Orias’



seal generally means there is an area of
your health you’re neglecting and you
should address it.
 
Inverse Attributes:
            Inverse Orias suggests lack of
willpower, self-neglect or abuse (mental
or physical) or causing your own drama
in social situations.
 

 
 
 



Vapula
 
 

 
 
Element: Air
Date: November 13 - 22
 
Attributes: 

When you pull Vapula’s seal from
the pot, it may mean a new project. For
creative types it could suggest getting to



work. It also suggests creating beauty for
others, perhaps by cooking a meal or
putting together a party. This seal is
generally a positive omen overall.
 
Inverse Attributes:
            An inverse Vapula suggests you
need to get out more. You’re out of touch.
You’re creatively blocked. Answers may
not be forthcoming due to lack of creative
thinking.
 

 
 
 
 

 



Zagan
 
 

 
 
Element: Earth
Date: November 23 – December 2
 
Attributes:

A situation or person is the
opposite of what you think. In situations
where you think you want a certain thing,
you may discover the opposite is true. For



business, you have the power to turn
things around and make them go your way.
 
Inverse Attributes:
            Inverse, Zagan may indicate an
addiction or an abusive relationship.  It
may also indicate being indecisive.
 
 
 

 
 
 

 



Volac
 
 

 
 
Element: Earth
Date: December 3 - 12
 
Attributes:

Good organization. Great strength.
A project has a chance of turning out good
or being received well. Volac is also said
to foretell of promotions or exaltation to a



leadership role in some area of one’s
life.  Socially or romantically, Volac will
find you leading your friends on an
excursion of some sort.
 
Inverse Attributes:
            Inverse, Volac warns of being
overbearing or judgmental.  Excessive
work. No sense of humor. 
 

 
 



Andras
 

 
 
Element: Air Fire
Date: December 13 - 21
 
Attributes:

Someone is not telling you the
entire truth in this situation. Andras’ seal
often foretells of calamity and
oppression, usually through omission of



facts.  Andras may also indicate a quick
temper that causes more problems than it
solves. In situations where two people
are at odds, pulling Andras may foretell
that things are coming to a head and a
confrontation will occur. Resolutions will
be quick and often final.

 
Inverse Attributes:
            Andras inverse indicates
uncovering a lie or omission of facts.
 
 

 



Haures
 

 
 
Element: Fire
Date: December 22 – 30
 
Attributes:

A call to action. It could also
suggest great determination, love, or hard
work. It may also imply a sudden burst of
creativity (if you’re reading for a creative



type) or sudden, but harmonious changes.
Strong willpower. 

 
Inverse Attributes:

Acting hastily. Obsessive love or
being obsessive about a project. Being
flighty or quick to anger.  Being frivolous
or being egotistical.
 
Notes: This sigil might also suggest a
baptism by fire (new beginning) or may
be an instruction to try fire skrying to gain
insight into your situation.
 
 
 

 



Andrealphus
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
Element: Air
Date: December 31 – January 9
 
Attributes:
            It is time for a new job or a new
position within your company.  This seal
may also suggest starting a new business.



 
Inverse Attributes:
            Likewise, if Andrealphus is
inverse, it may not be a good time to
change jobs, apply for a new position, or
start a business.
 
 
 

 
 



Cimejes
 
 

 
 
Element: Earth
Date: January 10 -19
 
Attributes:
            You can wow people with your
knowledge in this situation, just use your
powers for good instead of evil. This seal
also indicates the situation (or person)



may need a bit of persuasion to point
things in your direction. In general,
pulling this seal is often a positive
indicator meaning all systems are go, all
roads are clear.
 
Inverse Attributes:
            Inverse Cimejes suggests a lack of
communication, a lack of skill, or a lack
of know-how. Generally it means proceed
with caution, or make sure you understand
the situation (or person) more completely
before acting.
 

 
 
 



 



Amducius
 
 

 
 
 
Element: Air
Date: January 20 - 29
 
Attributes:

Amducius is the destroyer. In his
positive aspects he represents being
steadfast and sure. Assertive and resolute.



He destroys fallacies (pipe dreams etc…)
and enemies, or obstacles in your path.
When you pull this sigil it represents
strength in your situation, as well as the
ability to turn situations to your favor
using both facts and know-how.

 
Inverse Attributes:

If you invert this sigil it represents
loss of a battle. Ineffective efforts. It
suggests a negative outlook or pent up
anger. Perhaps even hasty actions.
 

  
 
 



Belial
 
 

 
 
Element: Fire (Earth)
Date: January 30 – February 8
 
Attributes:

Belial is all about this earthly
plane, representing the physical world
both literally and metaphorically. His



keyword is stability. The sigil could also
mean abundance, balance, prosperity, a
stable job, good health, or a strong work
ethic and common sense. Responsibility.
In Goetia, Belial rules the ego in that he is
charged with distributing honors and
titles. He rewards familiars, and
reconciles friends and enemies.
Elementally, in the earth aspect, Belial is
representative of home, health, family,
and stability. In the fire aspect, he is
representative of hard work and stable
efforts.
 
Inverse Attributes
            Lack of stability, irresponsibility.
Sluggishness. Stubbornness. Money



problems. Loss of job. Overindulgence.
Inability to make decisions. Being
stubborn.



 
Decarabia

 
 

 
Element: Air
Date: February 9 - 18
 
Attributes:
            Pulled, this seal suggests freeing
oneself of obstacles through either
creative thinking or hard work. It may
also be indicative of uncovering a



deception that might be holding one back.
           
Inverse Attributes:
            Inverse this seal often indicates
self-deception or a serious lack of effort.
 
Note: Traditionally when this seal is
pulled from the pot it means more effort
needs to be put into self-work.

 
 
 

 



Seere
 

 

 
Element: Air (Fire)
Date: February 19 - 28
 
Attributes:

Seere often indicates a stalemate or
success yet unfulfilled due to a stalemate.
It may mean the asker is feeling hopeless
about their situation. It may also indicate



rash actions due to emotional instability.
 
Inverse Attributes:

Seere is actually quite a good
natured Daemon and inverse his seal
gives clearer perspective and insight into
situations that may appear, superficially,
hopeless.  Seere inverse keeps emotions
in check.
 
 

 
 



Dantalion
 
 

 
Element: Water
Date: March 1 –10
 
Attributes:

To pull Dantalion is a good omen
and if pulled from the pot means you’re
going to have a good day. You may get
good news or receive a bit of unexpected



extra money.  It may also indicate a good
day with a lover or partner.
 
Inverse Attributes:

Things are not as bad as they seem.
The asker may simply be seeing and
focusing on that one bad thing amidst all
the good things.  Expectations may be too
high.
 
 

 
 



Andromalius
 
 

 
Element: Fire
Date: March 11 -20
 
Attributes:

Andromalius often foretells of
extreme happiness. Good news is coming.
Pulling Andromalius from the pot
suggests you’re going to have a very
happy day.



 
Inverse Attributes:
            Being overly sensitive or overly
emotional.  It may also indicate paranoia.
 
 

Ω  
 



More from DB Publishing & Official
Melissa Press
 
 
By S. Connolly

         The Complete Book of Demonolatry

         The Daemonolater’s Guide to
Daemonic Magick

         The Art of  Creative Magick

         Daemonolatry Goetia

         Infernal Colopatiron



         Curses, Hexes & Crossings: A
Magician’s Guide to Execration Magick

         Honoring Death: The Arte of
Daemonolatry Necromancy

         Kasdeya Rite of Ba’al: Blood Rite of  the
Fifth Satan

         Nuctemeron Gates

By M. Delaney
·         Sanctus Quattuordecim:

Daemonolatry Sigil Magick 
 
By E. Purswell

·         Goetic Demonolatry



Various Authors (Compilation Books)

         My Name is Legion: For We Are Many

         Demonolatry Rites

         Ater Votum: Daemonolatry Prayer

         Satanic Clergy Manual

         Ritus Record Libri

 



 
More from S. Connolly

·         Keys of  Ocat – Nephilim Press,
2013

Forthcoming from DB Publishing & Official
Melissa:

         Grimorium Daemonolatrie – S.
Connolly & M. Delaney (Melissa)

         Path to Satan – Martin McGreggor (DB
Publishing)
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